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Dear Canpals 

 

 

Regarding Regulated working hours, 

 

It’s clear that the Bank announced the working between 10 to 5 pm. 

 

There are rural branches, closing the branches by 5 pm, nobody questions them. 

 

Though it may not be possible for us, if I am closing the branch by 5 pm, nobody can initiate any 

disciplinary action against me. 

 

And no history too. 

 

Now, 70% of the SMs, Managers and Officers are youths who are normally working in the branches 

and they can take a conscious decision of closing the branches at least by 5 30 pm. 

 

If it is not possible, it may be due to system failure or staff shortage. 

 

Let the branch managers write in strong words to the administration to rectify instead of asking the 

down the line to sit late. 

 

If the literate, young homogeneous group who are in majority are not doing, then who will do. 

 

They don’t do in the branch level because of they fear for no reasons. 

 

If you take this in apex level IBA will say that we never asked to sit anybody beyond office hours. 

 

They issued a letter to all the banks not to call on holidays and if so on compensation. 

 

So dear, it is an issue to be handled by every individual to take a solid decision of not sitting beyond 

office hours, come what may. 
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If everybody takes this problem would be solved. 

 

When we are allowed to close by 5 pm atleset theoretically what agreement we should have with IBA 

on regulated working hours. 

 

Will sit up to 6 00 pm? 

 

They will laugh at us. 

 

I may do by my own but I will not allow somebody to impose to infringe my rights. 

 

I am not supporting the allowance to sit late as it gives the rights to the administration to dictate me 

to sit. 

 

Every branch manager to decide not to ask anybody to sit and every individual to implement not to 

sit beyond. 
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